Daniels 3in1 Plow
Owners Manual

Operation Instructions & Illustrated Parts List

Congratulations! By purchasing the Daniels 3in1 Plow, you can now
benefit by owning the latest in the state-of-the-art snow plowing equipment.
It may take some time to get used to your new snow plow but after a few
uses you will realize all the benefits which are gained by using the Daniels
3in1 Plow.

Before you begin --------------------------

----------------------------

IMPORTANT! – It is important to completely read and understand this
owners manual for your Daniels 3in1 Plow prior to installation and use.
Failure to do so may adversely affect the performance of your plow.
Prior to completing the installation process, make sure your loader meets all
the requirements needed to operate the Daniels 3in1 Plow. Use the
following chart to determine proper plow sizes for you loader. Your loader
must also be equipped with an auxiliary hydraulic circuit (i.e., 3rd valve).
NOTE: If you loader is not equipped with an auxiliary circuit, you will need
to add a valve and plumb it into the loader’s hydraulic system. Contact your
loader equipment dealer or Daniels (800) 386-2932 for assistance.

__________________________

__________________________

Caution: Prior to starting the installation process, make sure
appropriate safety equipment is available at the work site. Provide a
fire extinguisher and have it immediately available if welding. Safety
glasses, gloves, hearing protection, and protective clothing should be
worn whenever welding, using grinders or cutoff saws.

Recommended Wheel Loader Size
16’ 3in1 Plow
18’ 3in1 Plow
20’ 3in1 Plow
22’ 3in1 Plow
24’ 3in1 Plow

17,000 to 20,000 lb.
20,000 to 36,000 lb.
27,000 to 35,000 lb.
36,000 to 44,000 lb.
45,000 to 55,000 lb.
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PLOW INSTALLATION
Use the parts diagram drawings to aid in the installation process.
1. Connect the Daniels 3in1 Plow to the loader, making sure the
plow is securely locked in place:
IMPORTANT: Check to be sure the 8” X 8” square tube (Throat
Weldment) is parallel to the pavement, as shown (Page 16, Diagram 2).
When the boom configuration is set to allow the throat weldment to be
parallel to the pavement, create a visual reference point that is visible from
the loader cab by marking or painting a straight line between the loader
frame and the boom as shown (Page 16, Diagram 5). This will allow the
operator to always return the boom to the correct plowing position with the
throat weldment parallel to the pavement during use.
2. Hydraulic hose installation:
Route the two hydraulic hoses from the hydraulic ports on the loader to the
two empty ports on the hydraulic manifold. The fittings to connect to on the
front of the manifold are ½” Male JIC fittings. Utilize the hydraulic hose
mount riser (Part #4) when routing the hoses. Make sure the hoses will not
be pinched when the plow is raised, lowered, or hydro turned. Secure the
two hoses together with nylon zip ties as needed (Page 16, Diagram 1). To
confirm you have hoses of the appropriate length, raise the plow and roll the
boom forward as if dumping a bucket. Measure your hose length from this
position to ensure the hoses are not pulled or stretched during operation.

IMPORTANT: For the easiest and safest shipping of the Daniels
3in1 Plow the wings may be bolted open. Check for and remove this bolt
prior to applying any hydraulic pressure to the plow. The bolt is located on
the back side of the plow under both wing cylinders. The bolt connects the
outer most rib of the center board section of the 3in1 Plow to the inner most
rib of the wing section of the 3in1 Plow.
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3. Electric switch installation:
Under the manifold cover on the plow the plow end of the wire harness has
been preassembled prior to shipping. Prior to installing the electric wire
harness and switch turn off the machine and remove the key.
Connect the longer machine end of the wire harness to the preassembled
plow end of the wire harness by connecting the electrical connector plug to
the matching plug connected through the wall of the manifold cover (Part
#46).
Route the machine harness wire from the plug on the manifold cover up the
boom arms of the machine to the cab. Make sure the wire will not be
pinched when the plow is raised, lowered, or hydro turned. Secure the wire
with nylon zip ties as needed (Page 16, Diagram 1). To confirm you have
allowed the appropriate length of wire, raise the plow and roll the boom
forward as if dumping a bucket. Confirm your wire length from this
position to ensure the wire is not pulled or stretched during operation.
Use existing clamps along the boom arm or nylon zip ties to secure the wire
to the boom. Pay particular attention to the transition point from the
machine body to the hinges of the boom arms. In this area be sure the wire
harness is clear of any pinch points that may be present when the boom is
lifted and lowered. Also, be sure to allow enough slack that the wire harness
is not broken or stretched after secured because of the machine articulation
or movement between the machine body and the boom arms. After the
machine harness is properly secured to the boom of the machine disconnect
the electrical plug to the preassembled plow harness at the manifold cover
prior to continuing the electrical installation process. Cover both connectors
with the provided caps to prevent contamination from entering the electrical
system.
Determine a suitable location on the machines firewall to pass the boom
wire from the outside of the cab to the interior of the machine cab. This may
pass through a boot along the steering column, or through a hole covered
from the factory with a plug. If a hole must be drilled, select an area with no
obstruction, on either side, and drill a 1/8” pilot hole to verify exact location
before drilling a larger hole with a hole saw. Provide a boot or grommet to
protect the harness from sharp edges.
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Install the black switch box in the cab. Install in a convenient location for
the operator. It is recommended that the switch box be mounted in a
location which limits the amount of arm movement for the operator between
the switch and the 3rd valve control of the machine. Use heavy duty two
sided tape or a mounting strap to mount the switch in the desired location.
Route the remaining wire from the machine harness within the cab from
where it passes through the firewall to the installed switch. Keep the wire
within the cab routed behind the dash, wall, and door panels where possible.
Loose, exposed wire that is not properly secured can be damaged or become
tangled with the operators feet and the vehicles pedals.
The shorter lead from the switch box should be routed in the same fashion as
the manifold lead within the cab to the vehicle fuse panel. At the fuse panel
the black power wire connects to a 12 volt fuse. Secure the white ground
wire to a ground post or mounting screw near the fuse panel. The green wire
is not used.
With the machine still off and the key removed, connect the aluminum
switch connectors of the machine side of the wire harness to the plow side of
the wire harness. It is recommended that the covers for the electrical
connectors are placed in a tool box or compartment on the machine or within
the cab for safe keeping while the plow is installed on the machine. This
will also allow easy access to the operator when the machine is removed in
order to cover the ends to keep them free of contamination.
4. Plow function cycle check:
WARNING: During ALL operations of the plow
during installation or plow use it is the operators
responsibility to make sure the entire area around the
machine and plow are clear of obstacles and people. Failure to
do so can result in damage, injury, or death.
Making sure the area around the loader and plow is clear, set the parking
brake and start the machine. Raise the plow a few inches off the ground by
using the boom lift control in the cab, keeping the throat weldment level to
the ground.
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With the electrical switch in the middle “neutral” position, slowly cycle the
plow full to the left and right until the plow moves smoothly in both
directions. Visually check for hydraulic leaks.
WARNING: Never use hands to search for fluid leaks as high
pressure fluid can have sufficient energy to penetrate the skin.
Hydraulic fluid entry into skin can cause blood poisoning and
must be treated by professional medical personnel immediately.
Return the plow to the straight position. Next move the electrical switch to
either the left or right position. Using the 3rd valve control in the cab cycle
the wing rotation fully out and then back. Repeat until the wing moves
smoothly in both directions. Move the electrical switch past neutral to the
opposite wing position. Using the 3rd valve control in the cab cycle the
opposite wing fully out and then back in. Repeat until the wing moves
smoothly in both directions.
Throughout the entire plow function cycle check visually
check for hydraulic leaks.

After or during the plow function cycle check 3 to 5 gallons of hydraulic oil
may need to be added to the machine’s system. The quantity of oil needed
to be added will depend on the size of your machines hydraulic system.
Consult the machines owners manual for proper procedures in checking the
oil level, the type of oil to be used, and filling.
After the machine and plow have the proper oil levels take some time to
continue testing the system and familiarizing yourself with the functions of
the plow. Pay attention to the spacing and clearance needed as you angle the
plow in many different positions including the box position and straight
position.
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TRANSPORTING TO WORKSITE
To raise the plow, move the bucket lever to the “roll back” position. This
will cause the chains to tighten and the plow to rise. Always transport the
Daniels 3in1 Plow with the wings folded forward. With the wings folded
forward, raise the plow and hydro turn the plow fully to the right, away from
oncoming traffic, to minimize the width of the plow (Page 16, Diagram 6).
Always use the loader’s hazard and running lights and stay as far to the right
lane and road shoulder as possible. Transport at a safe ground speed with
the plow held at a low profile to the road. Check your local city, county, and
state rules and regulations of the road for proper and legal transportation.
The use of triangle warning signs and a pilot vehicle may be required.
After arriving at the plowing location, return the plow to the straight position
with the wing hinges perpendicular to the ground and the throat weldment in
the proper plowing position prior to beginning.
WARNING: Whenever folding the wings or angling the blade make
sure obstacles and people are clear of the rotation area prior to applying
hydraulic flow to the cylinders.

OPERATION
IMPORTANT: It is recommended to use the roll back lever to raise or
lower the plow. The boom lift should only be used to raise the plow when
stacking snow. Use the bucket roll back lever for raising or lowering the
plow during normal operation.
Position the loader boom so the throat weldment is parallel to the pavement
using the reference mark created during the assembly process (Page 16,
Diagram 2).
Before plowing, roll back on the backing plate until the chains tighten, then
roll the backing plate forward allowing approximately 2” of slack in the
chains (Page 16, Diagram 3). Be sure the boom is set at the proper plowing
position (Page 16, Diagram 5).
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IMPORTANT: If the plow is hydro turned and the throat weldment is not
parallel to the ground, one end of the plow will lift up off the pavement and
the other end will dig into the pavement. This will result in damage to the
pavement, poor plowing performance and uneven wear on the cutting edge
(Page 16, Diagram 4). The same result will occur when plowing in the
proper position if the plow is rolled back in the hydro turned position. The
plow should only be raised when the blade is in the straight position. The
standard swivel plate which is located at the back of the throat weldment
where it is mounted to the backing plate will help diminish these effects,
however, the rotation of the swivel plate SHOULD NOT be relied upon to
eliminate these effects. The amount of swivel, the contour of the ground,
and the boom height will all affect the amount of dig and lift that occurs at
the ends of the plow when not plowing with the throat weldment parallel to
the ground or when lifting the plow while in an angled position.
Lower the plow in a slow and smooth motion. Dropping the plow may
cause the cutting edge bolts to loosen and cause damage to the plowing
surface.
Caution: Know the areas you are plowing! Hitting manhole
covers or other hidden objects can cause property or equipment
damage as well as injury to the operator.

MAINTENANCE
Before each use of the Daniels 3in1 Plow, check to make sure the cutting
edge bolts and all hardware is securely tightened and that all hydraulic lines
are secured and in good condition. Tighten or replace hardware as
necessary. Check weldments for signs of fatigue and repair as necessary.
Examine all surfaces for excessive wear. Apply grease to all zerk fittings
periodically throughout the year. Make a visual check for fluid leaks. It is
also suggested that all cutting edge bolts be checked and tightened as needed
throughout the plowing season.
Warning: Never use hands to search for fluid leaks as high
pressure fluid can have sufficient energy to penetrate the skin.
Hydraulic fluid entry into skin can cause blood poisoning and
must be treated by professional medical personnel immediately.
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If you feel the hydraulic pressure settings of the manifold are not set
properly or you feel the performance is being hindered by their setting DO
NOT attempt to adjust the settings. Doing so may cause performance
problems and void the warranty. If you feel adjustments need to be made,
contact Daniels for assistance at (800) 386-2932.
The center wear edge, wing wear edges, and all wear items should be
checked regularly and replaced before completely worn away to prevent
damage to the main plow or wings.

REMOVING THE PLOW
To remove the plow from the loader, set the parking brake and turn off the
loader. Relieve all hydraulic pressure by cycling the valves. Disconnect the
hydraulic lines from the loader. Disconnect the electrical wire harness from
the manifold. Secure the loader end lines to prevent the possibility of
damage to them when not connected to the plow. Connect the hydraulic
hose couplers together to keep contaminates out of the hydraulic system.
Place the electrical caps on each end of the exposed terminals to keep
contaminates out of the electrical system. Disconnect the loader from the
mounting plate.

OFF SEASON STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
It is recommended you store your Daniels 3in1 Plow indoors out of the
elements. Connect the hydraulic couplers together and place the caps on
each end of the electrical wire harness to prevent system contamination.
Grease all zerks before storage, paying particular attention to the wing
hinges. Apply a lubricant such as grease on the exposed cylinder rods to
prevent pitting.
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15N365 Old Sutton Rd.
Barrington, IL 60010
Office: 800-386-2932 / 847-426-1150 * Fax: 847-426-1171

www.danielsplows.com * info@danielsplows.com
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